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African-American Chefs Hall of Fame
leaping from digital to Savannah
storefront
By Hanna Raskin hraskin@postandcourier.com Jan 18, 2017

Edna Lewis, widely considered one of the nation’s most important chefs, has
been celebrated through dinners, lectures, scholarship funds, radio programs,
exhibits and at least one documentary film. In 2014, eight years after Lewis’
death, the U.S. Postal Service put her on a postage stamp.

And yet on a recent episode of “Top Chef Charleston,” when competing chefs
learned the day’s challenge entailed honoring Lewis’ legacy, they responded
with a mix of blank stares and admissions of ignorance. “I have no clue who
Edna Lewis is,” Sheldon Simeon whispered to Emily Hahn, who concurred.

“I was shocked,” says Kevin Mitchell, a Culinary Institute of Charleston chef
instructor who’s now enrolled in the University of Mississippi’s Southern
Studies graduate program.

Mitchell is willing to excuse the Hawaiian-born Simeon for not being familiar
with the mainland’s culinary giants. But he’s troubled by working Southern
chefs not bothering to acquaint themselves with their professional forebears,
many of whom, like Lewis, were African-American.

“Learn their names,” he tweeted after the show aired, reeling off a list of 26
chefs that started with Lewis and ended with New Orleans’ Stanley Jackson,
who ran the kitchen at K-Paul’s. In between came men and women who are
frequently cited by food historians and chefs with vast cookbook collections.
Yet shout-outs in the ephemeral forms of tribute menus, pop-up parties,
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symposium discussions and recipe headnotes in glossy magazines apparently
aren’t echoing in the restaurant industry.

Now, though, a Savannah-based chef is pursuing a more permanent means of
commemoration. Chef Joe Randall earlier this month announced plans to
convert his 16-year-old cooking school on Waters Avenue into the African-
American Chefs Hall of Fame, which previously existed only on Randall’s
website.

“We are committed to documenting the history as best we can to ensure it’s
not forgotten,” Randall told 150 guests at his retirement banquet, prepared by
nine African-American chefs who count themselves among his mentees.

Signs of the times

In some ways, nailing plaques to walls seems hopelessly anachronistic. In the
wake of the Middleton Place episode of “Top Chef Charleston,” Lewis’ “The
Taste of Country Cooking” came close to cracking Amazon’s top 10 list of
overall bestsellers, suggesting reality television and cybershopping might
present the best prospects for advancing the general public’s culinary
education. But scholars of memorials and monuments say physical signifiers
of history are important precisely because everything is digitized these days.

“When so much is run by apps and information we receive over our mobile
devices, what’s actually grounded in the landscape matters,” Derek Alderman,
a geographer at the University of Tennessee, says. “There’s something about
the physical that outlives its creators.”

Alderman has written extensively about state historical markers, which
traditionally have been planted alongside battlefields and churches. If food
was mentioned at all in marker texts, it generally referred to a gristmill or
plantation. “It’s very much focused on production rather than consumption,”
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says Ehren Foley, historical marker coordinator for the S.C. State Historic
Preservation Office.

Foley ran searches for keywords including barbecue, collards, fish and corn
before concluding the only S.C. marker that might be classified as remotely
food-themed is a 2014 marker in front of the Lake City Bean Market. “It
probably is a blind spot it would be good to remedy,” he adds.

Communities across the South have lately tried to put up markers recognizing
contributions to the cultural arts, historically marginalized groups and locally
significant events.

They’re not always successful. Alderman worked on an application for a
marker associated with a 1922 fire in New Bern, North Carolina that
devastated black neighborhoods. The state rejected it, saying it didn’t clear
the bar for statewide historical significance.

“I took issue with that,” Alderman says. “First of all, that fire was of major
importance, but history at the local level is also a microcosm for what was
going on all over. These markers are about memory and doing justice: They’re
not about telling a cold, calculating account.”

History comes at a cost

When South Carolina launched its historical marker program in 1936, it was
partially in response to an influx of motoring tourists, who arrived without
any background on the state. Initial plans called for the Department of
Transportation to construct manicured pullouts around each marker, so
visitors could safely pause and read them. Those amenities never
materialized.

“It’s highly impractical traveling at speed to read any marker,” Foley says.
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Indeed, it’s unclear how many markers are ever read. Matt Gottlieb of the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources says state residents often tell him:
“I love the markers. I hope to read them someday.”

According to Alderman, there is no data showing how markers influence
people's perceptions of history. “Scholars have been much more concerned
about what these say about the past,” he says. “We’re much less able to
determine how they’re consumed.”

Yet the lack of evidence hasn’t dissuaded people from clamoring for more
markers.

Although the program is handled differently from state to state, markers are
almost always proposed by individuals or private groups, such as the Lake
City Beautification Committee responsible for the bean market sign. In
Virginia, for example, a peanut shop spearheaded a marker devoted to
roadside food stands, while the city of Suffolk lobbied for a marker telling the
story of Mr. Peanut.

At a Richmond dinner honoring 19th-century African-American caterer John
Dabney, Gottlieb entertained the idea of local bartenders formally marking
the spot where Dabney mixed mint juleps.

“Usually there’s a backlog of applications,” Foley, who oversees the S.C.
program, says. “We’re doing 50-60 markers a year and there’s always more
demand.”

That’s true even though applicants are responsible for paying for all of the
costs associated with erecting a marker: There has never been any state
funding of markers in South Carolina. Currently, a marker destined for a
rural road costs $2,370, while an urban marker costs $2,260.
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“It’s not an insubstantial sum,” Foley says. “But it’s a way to say, ‘This is our
story.’ This is what we think is important to convey to future generations. And
it’s cheaper than a statue.”

Giving credit

Alderman is wary of focusing historical markers on individual achievements.

“Every time you recognize an individual, you’re invariably not highlighting
another person,” he says. “It’s not that we want history to be faceless, but if
we don’t break through the notion of individual stories, we lose the richness
of the idea that we all (exist) in a social structure. To me, that would really
resonate in South Carolina, where you have such a long legacy of African-
American community innovations that go beyond the individual chef.”

But in the cases of Lewis, Dabney and many of the other names on Mitchell’s
list, the individual chefs have been overlooked, too. The African-American
Chefs Hall of Fame has thus far inducted nine members, including Lewis.
Three more chefs are to be inducted this year (see related story.) Although the
specifics of the hall’s format and function are being worked out — there’s talk
of inviting contemporary African-American chefs to teach cooking classes
there, for instance — Mitchell has offered to collect oral histories of the
honorees.

Still, it’s the tangible tributes to the inductees that may ultimately matter
most.

One of the liveliest discussions in the food world right now is how to properly
credit African-American chefs, cooks and farmers for the ways in which they
shaped American cuisine. In an Eater profile of Charleston published last
year, folk historian Michael Twitty accused white chefs of “projecting
ownership and making it about them,” a charge which confused some
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Charlestonians, since longtime chef Frank Lee of SNOB fame was quoted
earlier in the story saying the Gullah influence on Lowcountry food “(is)
everywhere. You can’t mistake it.”

Except, as it turns out, the Sea Island red peas and sweet potatoes at SNOB
don’t automatically communicate the reverence that chefs express in private
conversations. Dinners paying homage to Edna Lewis, such as a spectacular
one at The Grey in 2015 featuring roasted guinea fowl by Mashama Bailey,
obviously aren’t sufficient for briefing young chefs on Lewis’
accomplishments.

“There’s a timelessness that comes with a physical marker,” Alderman says.
“There’s something about the physical that outlives its creators.”


